Nina (for those various Kevins, and Bonnie) by Hilton Als
Listen here, Nina, who did you belong to? Certainly not to me, or any other
critic or journalist who's limited to and limited by the facts, no matter how
admiring, trenchant, or true, they're flat, and you come from another country
altogether, one where interpreting the fictive and the autobiographical, sometimes
simultaneously, defined your days, and you literally underscored those worlds
at the piano, which talked as you talked, maybe that was the only conversation
you could ever really have, in any case, who could get far enough inside that
communion, the one between your voice and the keyboard, to say let alone
accurately describe who or what you belonged to, certainly not documentary
filmmakers like Peter Rodis, who directed an informal-seeming 1969 portrait of
you, nor Nadine Cohodas, one of your more earnest biographer's, and certainly
not Stephen Cleary, who co-authored your 1992 memoir, "I Put A Spell on You,"
a book rife with landscapes and recrimination, Nina in love and disappointment
in Barbados, Nina in love with black power in Liberia, Nina bored in Switzerland,
Nina feeling friendless in Los Angeles, Nina changing planes, Nina sometimes
jettisoning family members, managers, promoters, musicians to get at or not
get at the music in her head, her hands.
Listen here, Nina, who did you belong to? Certainly not to your first name,
Eunice Waymons, she who was the sixth of John Davan and Eunice Waymons'
eight children, all of whom were born and partly raised in Tryon, North Carolina,
where the industrious John was a barber, among other occupations, and
Mama kept house and close to the Lord, He was everywhere in Tryon, a town on
the border of North and South Carolina, spit and it would land somewhere near
the Blue Ridge Mountains, and I don't know how much you believed in place as
a source of your art, Nina--I do know that after a while you could not live in
America for fear that it would murder you just as it murdered the people you
loved, people blessed and cursed by racial consciousness, such as Martin Luther
King Jr., and Malcolm X--but sometimes, if I close my eyes, I can hear the Blue

Ridge Mountains in your voice, I've seen them at dawn, a natural wonder that
makes one wonder, the edges of the mountain peaks actually are blue and sort of
glowing, as if God outlined them with his pinky finger, it's the same blue you
make me see in several of your more well known tunes, such as "Black is the
Color," and "Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood," and "Be My Husband." syncopated
tunes clotted with the dirt one finds at the bottom of a dirge, as lonely and solid
as that, and as true.
Listen here, Nina, who did you belong to? Maybe some to Mrs Massinvotch,
or Miz Mazzy, as you called her after a while, your beloved English-born piano
teacher in Depression-era North Carolina, you met her and began to study with
her while you were still a child, about whom you wrote, "The first time I went to
Mrs. Massinovitch's house I almost fainted--it was so beautiful," which pretty
much describes your feelings about Miz Maizy herself, about whom you also
wrote, "That first Saturday morning when I walked in my new tutor was standing
by the grand piano. I thought then the same thing I thought every time I saw her
for the next forty-five years: how could one person be so elegant?," and how amazed
is the talented child when she is recognized, and is made to feel less strange in
her various intensities by someone who sees her, especially when it’s another
female, not your Mama, Nina, she couldn’t love you properly or enough, where
did you come from?, in any case Miz Maizy did see you, Nina, she saw the classical
pianist you both thought you'd be, then the musical hybrid you became, you always
went back home to see her, which is why the claim that you hated white people
always seemed ridiculous to me, what you struggled for was an equality of the
soul, it hurt you and perplexed you that human beings could be so shitty, but you
stood firm in your belief in the family of man, and that given enough instruction
people could get their manners straight, for instance you refused to start playing
at one of your first recitals until your parents were moved from the back of the
auditorium to the front of the house, a move that I wouldn't call bold so much as
necessary, evidence of your moral rigor when it came to the big issues like mutual
respect but a rigor you were less apt to follow in your personal life.

Listen here, Nina, who did you belong to? Maybe some to those kids who
gathered to hear you play at the Midtown in Atlantic City in 1955, you were
twenty-one, you took the job to help pay the bills, you treated that dive like a
concert hall, and by demanding respect from the audience--you'd stop playing
if one of those drunks made a crack--the boozy clientele began to respect
themselves, as listeners, and that only intensified after you began to sing, the
Midtown's owner said you'd have to sing, too, if you wanted to keep your job,
so you added your voice to your musical conversation, and in that way you
developed your way--classical keyboard technique, black voice, superlative acting,
and the mystery of style--that expressed itself in I don't know how many live
performances, studio albums, bootlegs, and so on.
Listen here, Nina, who did you belong to? Certainly to my sister, Bonnie
(christened Yvonne), who wrote poetry and played the trumpet and wore thrift
store clothes in our late nineteen-sixties black Brooklyn world, and one day,
while watching our black and white Vietnam infused television, you came on,
Nina, and as you played my sister murmured, "She's so beautiful," and our
mother, looking critical, looked at you, Nina, and said, "Yvonne, that is the
ugliest woman I have ever seen," and I could see my sister collapse into herself,
and it took me years to understand that any idea of beauty is in the eye of the
beholder, and based on what they themselves feel about themselves, and my
mother was not unique among the women of her generation to find Nina ugly,
and my sister Bonnie was not unique among the women of her generation to
feel otherwise, and to say it, but to still be crushed when our mother's approval
regarding Nina was not forthcoming, couldn’t our mother see she was as much
a part of the “Four Women,” story as the next black girl?, and that what Nina
was offering up was something extraordinary, pathos that was not marred by
sentimentality, and I turned away from my sister and mother as they had this
exchange, and their silence was even greater than their words, women often
go silent in their anger when the conversation turns to beauty, and what other
women should and shouldn’t look like, and as a result of their silent fury about

their bodies and another black woman’s body, I didn’t want to think about Nina
Simone ever again until, in the late nineteen-eighties, I fell in love with a Dutch
man who was a real Nina connoisseur in ways Americans weren’t back then, he
had every bootleg, every VHS image, and his interest in blackness frightened
me, he treated Nina as a kind of oracle or goddess, which didn’t leave much
room for anyone else’s interpretation, let alone mine, in any case why would that
Dutch man think that a black woman, self-exiled from her own country for many
years and who, in fact, ended up living in the Netherlands for a time, needed to
be understood when in fact what she was singing about was her understanding
of how we are all misunderstood, wanderers in strange countries, sometimes
called ugly, and sometimes revered to the point of no longer being human at all,
and this was Nina’s audience for years: women like my sister and too reverential
white queens.
Listen here, Nina, who do you belong to? Certainly to Meshell Ndegeocello, who
initiated a different kind of conversation with you on this record, a record that
gets at you while deepening her understanding of her own artistry by finding
her own notes in between your notes, which is to say this record is a conversation
between two women, no matter the other personnel, including myself, a
conversation that no doubt began as an homage but if you listen to Meshell’s
other albums, you will understand that she’s not taking no for an answer when
it comes to eliciting a response from anyone she loves, like you, Nina, on the other
hand Meshell doesn’t shut you up by deifying you but by helping to keep you
alive in her own way, which includes not defending you against those women
who thought you were ugly or wrong by contradicting their respective internal
realties, she opens you up to their conversation, and hers, no matter how painful,
she let’s you speak, Nina, by encouraging all those complications, complications
one hears in her own voice, which is underscored by her famous bass, and her
desire for communion, which is her wish, Nina, as much as it was yours.
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